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LIFE IN THE SEA.* 

B y  J. B. RIAR’JI‘ENS. 

[Teachor of natural sciences at the Seminary of St. Nikolos, Belgium.] 

Though the land is inhabited by thousands and thousands of difler- 
ent kinds of animals, dift’ering in shape, size, and mode of life, life in 
the sea shows still greater abundance and variety. To further estab- 
lish this assertion shall be our object iu a few plain remarks based upon 
natural history. 

I.-TnE LARGEST ANIMALS LIVE IN TlIE WATER. 

The water surpasses the land in more respects than one. It occupies 
by far the larger portion of our globe ; so great, in fact, is the extent 
of water over its surface that it much rather deserves the name of 
‘4 water globe” than that of terrestrial globe. If we could leave our 
earth and, floating through the mst expanse of the heavens, take a 
bird7s.eye view of it, it would, seen from a certain point, show hardly 
anything but the water. Not only does the water occupy a greater por- 
tion of our globe than the land, but the animals living in it are also 
larger. This agrees with a remarkable law of naturo, according to which 
the size of the larger species of animals is proportionate to tho oxtent 
of territory limited by nature. You will pardon me if weleave the sea 
for awhile to take a cursory view of the land ; and I hope you will be- 
come conviuced of the actual existence of this law of nature. 

The Old World, comprising Europe, Asia, and Africa, is the largest 
continent rising from the water ; and here me also find the largest quad- 
rupeds ; the gigantic elephant, the heavy rhinoceros, the stout hippo- 
potamus, tho long-necked giraEe, whose head is eighteen feet above the 
ground, the camel, so useful to travelers in the arid desert, and tihe 
horse, so strong and at the same time so docile in man’s hand. 

The next largest contincnt is Amcrica. It was no misnomer when 
this continent, upou its discovery, received the name of the New World, 
for everything was new ; and the exes of the astonished Europeans be- 
held plants and animals differing from anything they had seen hitherto. 
Here the Iarge animals of the Old World. were wanting ; not one was 
found as large as tho horse or the ox. Today a11 this is changed, for 
these useful animals, long since introduced into America, are numerous 
throughout all parts of the New World. In South America they even 
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live in a wild condition in herds of many thousands; but they are ‘all 
descended from horses and cattle originally introduced from Europe. 
The largest animals of the New World, living there when it was discov- 
ered, is the tapir, or water-hog, which in its appearance really resem- 
bles the hog somewhat, and the llama, or camel-sheep, so called because 
it seems to be a cross between the camel and the sheep. As regards 
the size of these two genuine American animals, they can only be com- 
pared to t<hc donkey. 

We will nom pass from the New World to Australia, the largest island 
of our globe, entirely surrounded by water, but as large as Europe, 
which forms such a small portion of the continent of the Old World. 
On this island-if such a name may properly be applied to BO large an 
extent of land-we find horscs and cattle, but they have been intro- 
duced there by man. The largest animal peculiar to this country is the 
kangaroo, a most remarkably shaped animal. Its fore feet are BO short 
as to be entirely useless for walking; but all the longer and stronger 
are its hind feet, which i t  uses for leaping an almost incredible distance. 
As regards its size t h e  kangaroo is surpassed by t,he American tapir 
and llama. 

One of the largest islands of our globe-next to Australia-is Mad* 
gascar, near the eastern coast of Africa, but as regards large animals pe- 
culiar to it, it is far surpassed evcn by Australia. Among the small islands 
of Oceanica, which in large number are scattered throughout the vast 
Pacific Ocean, there are some whose inhabitants know only birds and 
the water animals found near the coast. Land animals mere unknown 
to them until the arrival of foreign navigators. The first animals thus 
introdwed mere unfortunately such as could easily have been spsred- 
rats and mice-which often are very numerous in vessels, and which 
during the unloading of the cargo were brought on shore with some of 
the boxes or barrels. These examples will suffice to prove that the 
wider the natural limits of a land, the larger are the animals peculiar 
to it. 

I n  making a, general comparison between land and water, we shall 
find another corroboration of this rule. I n  the ocean, which in extent 
far exceeds the land, life appears in much more colossal shape. The 
largest of all animals are the monsters of the deep. Man feels over- 
awed on seeing for the first time the enormous elephant; but what is 
the elephant compared to the whale, measuring from sixty to a hundred 
feet in length, and correspondingly thick ? This animal, although out- 
wardly entirely resembling a fish, can, nevertheless, not be classed among 
the fish. It gives birth to live young ones, whilst fish lay eggs, from 
vhich the young come forth after some time. Fish breathe under the 
water through gills, whilst the whale has lungs, and therefore must, 
from time to time, come to the surhce to breathe; if it remained under 
the water, it mould either pine away or suffocate, like other animals 
which are accustomed to live in the open sir. The hoad of the mhaleis 
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disproportionately large, for it takes up one-third of its entire body. The 
mouth resembles a cave in which a company of twelve persons could 
easily find room. It may well be imagined what a strong current is 
mated in the water when the whale opens its mouth, carrying myriads 
of living bcings into the open jam of the monster. 

There arc different kinds of whales. They are found in nearly all parts 
of the ocean, and everywhere they appear quick in their movements. 
It is of course unclerstoocl that they do not live i n  the immediate neigh- 
borhood o f  the coast, for such monsters rcqnirc a great deal of space ; 
and in shallow waters they are as much exposed to the danger of found- 
ering as ships. Whenever such an event takes place, it gives rise to a 
terrible spectacle. The n4mle begins to struggle violently in order to 
get free; the water is lashed into a seething foam by the desperate 
tossing of its tail; aud for B great distance the air resounds with the 
loud noise of the struggle. All these endeavors have frequently no 
other result than to cast the unfortunata animal still higher on the shore, 
where i t  falls into Q sort of torpor and finally dies. 

Under the skin of the whale there is B thick laxer of fat, from which, 
by piessure or warmth, an oily liquid flow. This liquid, known as 
train-oil, is used for many purposes, and from a single whale sometimcs 
a hundred and twenty tons of train-oil are obtained. No wonder t,hnt 
these animals are so eagerly sought after, dangerous though this chase 
will always be ! How greet is inan in creation ! He engages in combat 
with this powerful monster, which, by a single blom with its tail, can cast 
a boat with all its crew high up into the air like it ball. (( To me,” man 
says, ‘‘ belongs this immense animal with its hug(? body and a11 the oil 
it contains! The monster may crush my boat, like a nut-shell, if it has 
the chance; but  in spite of this I shall approecli i t  so close that my hand 
shall deal the blow which cuds its life!” And thus it really happens. 

IIS-TJ3.E SEA IS MORE DENSELY POPULATED TITdN THE LAND. 

So far we have only given attention to large animals ; but if me ex- 
amine every living being we must say that, as far as the number of it8 
inhabitants is concerned, the water by far surpasses the land. Is there 
among the land animals any which are found in as large numbers as 
the herring and the codfish, which €or centuries and centuries have 
been caught by hundreds of millions vithout any apparent diminution 
of their number? 

The farther north we go the fewer is the number of living bcings on 
lend; the faculty of growth scems to diminish, the plants shrink, and 
pa(Zua11y animals become scarcer and scarcer. The sea, on the other 
hand, is always full of life; and in latitudes whero the soil, frozen 
nearly all the year round, does not yield any harvest to man, he finds 
ample compensation for this in the fisheries, for tho water which laves 
these northern s h h s  contains such an abunilapce of provisions that it 
can never be exhausted. 
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We must here state a remarkable observation relative to the animal 
kingdom, from which it will be seen how great a difference exists be- 
tween the population of t h e  land and that of the sea,. The large car- 
nivorous animals, like the lion, the tiger, &., hardly ever live in herds ; 
as a general rule one only finds a couple of them occupying B consider- 
able extent of territory. “This is our own exclusive kingdom,77 say the 
Iion and lioness; llwhoever hunts here is a poacher, and will have cause 
to regret his presumption. Here there is never too much game for us 
and our young ones.‘, 

In the &ea we find still greater carnivorous mirnals than the lion and 
the tiger. Among these we must mention the different kinds of dol- 
phins, which, from a scientific stand-point, must be classed with the 
whales, because they also have lungs, and are obliged to come to the 
surface to breathe. Although not as large as the whale, the dolphin 
must nevertheleas be classed among the large sea animals, for ite length 
varies from eight to twenty and even forty feet. I n  olden times the 
dolphin mas considered a friend of man. It was even said that the dol- 
phin could show affection; but, to tell the truth, its only love is for 
peg ,  and the dolphins are in reality barbarous gluttons, which make 
said havoc among the inhabitants of the sea. This bloodthirsty animal 
does not lire in couples like the carnivorous land animals, but they are 
found in large herds or schools. Could this be possible, if those animals 
on which these pirates of the sea live did not increase in extraordinary 
nnmbers t 

The whale also lives on live animals, but these are necessarily small, 
for its narrow throat is utterly disproportionate to its immense body. 
It may well be imagined in what enormous numbers, and how close 
together, these little marine animals must swim, if they are to satisfy 
the appetite of a monster like the whale. 

In  passing from $he wha’les and dolphins to  tho real fish, we find that 
they too, with hardly an exception, are carnivorous. It may truly be 
said that the water is an enormous battle-field, where life is only main- 
tained by constant slaughter. It is very easy to observe the cruel and 
gluttonous character of the fish. P u t  some of the little fish-for ex- 
ample, sticklebacks, so common in all our brooks-in a large glass full 
of water. As they are very lively, they will, in the beginning, afford 
more pleasure than gold fish, which please the eye by their beautiful 
red color, but which are so slow in their motions that one might think 
they are pining away or are sick. If a little worm has the misfortune 
to attract the attention of the sticklebacks, it is made the object of vio- 
lent attacks, apd is soon devoured. If you put in the glass small fiHh, 
hardly a few days old, and not any larger than little worms, not one 
of them will escape these greedy gluttons. So greedy are these little 
wretches after flesh that if properly fed they can easily be tamed. As 
soon as some small pieces of flesh are thrown into tho mater they will 
approach rapidly, and by repeating this oxperinlent four or fivo times, 
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they can be made to come to the surface as soon as they‘see the hand 
stretched out over the water. This spectacle, however, is soon followed 
by another pitiable one. Tlie sticklebacks, confined within the narrow 
limits of tlie glass, do not find food enough, aut1 begin to attack each 
other, and soon a desperate civil war is iv;tging in the glass. The 
stronger pursue the mealier, and although they are not able to swallow 
them entire, they nevertheless inflict terrible wouuds on them. Soon 
some of the fish may be observed which are hindered in their move- 
nieiits, because their tail lias beeu bitten off either entirely or in part. 
The wound soon grows worse, and the poor little animnl pines away 
and dies ; but even in its death agonies it is assailed by its cruel ene- 
mies. The fish continue this war until only two are left, which retire 
each. to a differant coriier of the glass. Here they sit arid match each 
other with eyes full of hatred aud envy ; and if on0 of tliein is bold 
enough to enter the domain of his adversary the result is a mortal 
combat. ‘ 

If this is the way the little sticklebacks act, what can we expect from 
the greedy pike, the scourge of the fresh mater, or the dangerous shark, 
which reaches the size of the large dolphins and is continually roaming 
about the sea, devouring everything that comes in its way 0 Woe to 
the unfortunate sailor who falls overboard in waters where there are 
sharks. 

If we consider that nearly all fish are carnivorous and live by robbing 
and murdering, we must confess that the population of the sea must be 
infinitely larger than that of the land, for otherwise fish would not find 
food enough. 

’ 

III.-A QUERY AND ITS ANSJVIZR j PURTIIER OBSERVATIONS. 

After the foregoing the reader will perhaps he tempted to say : ‘6 If 
that is the way things are carried on in the water, I am inclined to be- 
lieve that life in the water must eventually die out. Ilow can a11y race 
of animals exist when such a continuous slaughter is going on 9 How is 
it that the larger of these insatiable animals have not long ago entirely 
destroyed the smaller ones, finally to die themselves of starvation, 
leaving nothing but their skeletons floating in the waters of the ocean 
which has by that time become a, howling wilderness 9 77 Those ti~lilllalf3 
which are intended to serve as a prey to others have greater fecundity ; 
they produce more joung ones theti those animals which live on them ; 
the carnivorous animals are therefore never in want of food, which con- 
sists of weaker animals, and still the races of the latter do not die out. 

It will readily be seeii how life in the water does not become extinct, 
in spite of all the scenes of murder which are there enacted, if \\Te re- 
member that, as a general rule, the mater animals increase much inore 
than the land animals. There are animals which are clcstropd in in- 
numerable quantities, both by their natural enemies and by man. Such 
are the hcrring and the codfish, whose number does not seem to hare 
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materially de&reased in the course of centuries. This will easily be un- 
derstood when we state the fact that a single herring produces 60,000 
cggs, whilst the codfish matures as many as 2,000,000. It should also 
be rernernbered.that the young fry hatched from these eggs grows up 
without any great difficulty. Young fish know how to take care of 
themselves the moment they leave the egg, and father and mother need 
not look after them. The work of the codfish would be truly enor- 
mous if, like the birds, i t  had to feed its innumerable young. 

The sca is not only enormously rich in tish, but also in other auimals. 
9n its depth there live and thrive a very large number of different kinds 
*of animals, all differing from each other in size and shape, and fre- 
.quently of such curious form that the limits of a brief lecture would not 
slitlice even to give a mere enumeration of them. We must, howwer, 
devote a few words to the crustaceans, some kinds of which, like the 
lobster, the shrimp, and the crab, are well known to every oric, because 
tEie~- form common articles of food. 

The crustaceans are a war-like race, encased in a coat of armor from 
-31cwl to heel. This armor consists of a thick, chalky skin, whose joints 
are both strong and flexible. Besides this thoy are furnished with dif- 
.ferent weapons of attack. Some have shears, which in the larger k i d s  
miiq- even prow dangerous to man ; others have a long and spear-like 
protuberance in front of their body; and all have powerful jaws, com- 
posed of many shaI-l> and notched pieces. 

These rascals, fully armed and almost invulnerable, do not do as much 
liarm as might be expected, for they prefer to feed on dead bodies, even 
fiucli as have already begun to decompose. Do not let us eriticise this 
morbid taste too harshly. The crnstaceans aud some other animals have 
the duty to keep the shores of the sea clean, and for this very rea8on 
thoy are possessed of this desire for decaying flesh. Everything which 
the waves of the sea cast on the shore, and which the action of the at- 
mosphere decomposes, falls a prey to the 6warms of crustaceans, which 
can live out of the water for a considerable length of time. 

I t  sometimes happens that the waves cast the dead body of a whale 
ashore. What great injury might be caused thereby ? The air, for a 
great distance, becomes impregnated with the mephitic exhalations aris- 
ing from this enormous mass of decaying flesh. There is danger that 
the entire region may become uninhabitable, for contagious diseases may 
be bred by the foul miasma. 

But all such fears are ungrounded. The crustaceans are on hand ; 
and on these very occasions it will best be seen in what enormous num- 
bers they are found in the sea, especially near some of the northern 
coasts. From all directions they come marching in dense columns, and 
fio great is the number of these gluttons, and so eager are they to get 
their fill, that all danger of the air becoming foul is speedily averted, 
and so011 nothing is left of the enormous bulk but the skeleton. All this 
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flesh, which had begun to putrefy, has gone into the stomachs of num- 
berless crustaceans, and is, in part a t  least, to be transformed into live, 
healthy flesh. 

ITT.-wIXAT WAS THOUGHT IN FORMER TIMES OF TIIE IIABITABLE- 
NESS OP THE DEEP. 

Ought we not, in our discourse, to make a difference between the sur- 
face of the sea and its depths Bd (( It may be,” some one will say, (( t h a t  
life is richer in the sea than on land; this may apply not only tu the 
shallow waters near the coast, but also to the surface of the open sen; 
but in the great depths life cannot exist, or a t  least i t  cannot be wried 
in form and number. Physics teach us that an animal thrown into the 
water must bear the weight of the entire quantity of water which rests 
upon it. For this reason the pressure, a t  a depth of 600 meters, is BO 
kilograins per square centimeter, Is it possible that any living being 
can stand such a pressure without being crushed Y And what is BO0 
meters compared with t h e  immeasurable depth of the ocean Bd Depths 
of 3,000 and 4,000 meters are common, and there are even some of 8,000 
and more meters. 

‘ ( I t  is true that light will penetrate the water, but not mithout losing 
some of its strength j and one generally calculates that a layer of water 
100 meters thick is sufficient to entirely intercept the light. The sun- 
shine, therefore, only aets on the surface of the sea, and a short distance 
below the surface everything is shrouded in impenetrable gloon~ In 
that dark abyss no plants can grow and no animals can live; in its 
depths the ocean is nothing but an unmeasured, dark, and dead desert.” 

Thus scientists talked hardly five and twenty years ago, and this 
idea was then very generally entertained. Experience had not taught 
this, for scientists had not descended into this dark abyss with a lan- 
tern to examine it. They had not gone to sea and let down nets into 
the depths for the purpose of seeing what they would bring to light; for 
in those days suitable instruments for making such observations were 
unknown. 

Little more had been done than to sound 8 few depths with a lead 
weight, covered with glue, so that objects at the bottom of the sea 
might stick to it, and thus be brought to light. This way of sounding 
was moreover ao tedious a work that it was but rarely uudertaken. 
The plummet must be tolerably heavy, for otherwise the current will 
not allow it and its interminable line to reach the depths. To let the 
plummet down was easy enough, but to haul it up again was a labor a t  
which even sailors could easily work themselves weary. 

No, it was assuredly not from experience that scientists derived their 
idea that the depths of the sea were a dark desert ; they only reasoned 
so from speculations, to engage in which they need not leave their com- 
fortable studies. In  our time it has been shown horn deceptive such 
speculations may be, and how neccssary it is to examine nature herself, 
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and, so to speak, catch her in the very act, if you wish to learn her mys- 
teries. Because we know that the animals of the upper world live under 
such ancl such conditions, we do uot have the right to conclude there- 
from that the depths of the sea remain uninhabitable. 

V.-THE FIRST INVESTIGATIONS O F  THE DEPTIIS O F  TIIE SEA. 

About a quarter of a century ago hardly anything was Iinown re. 
garding tho bottom oE tho sea. In 1S55 the first serious attempt was 
made to study this sub,ject, when it ma’s proposed to connect England 
and America by means of a telegraph wire, which was to be laid across 
the depths of the Atlaritic Ocean. To enter upon this important un- 
dertaking with some cliaiice of success i t  became necessary to com- 
mission cornpetent men to investigate the dark cavern of the sea with 
the view of finding suitable places where the cable could rest on even 
ground and avoid sharp rocks, where the niotion of the water might 
cause it to wear out and break. 

These investigations were made from both sides of the Atlantic by the 
two countries mainly interested in the undertaking, England and the 
United States. The vessels sent out on this expedition were supplied with 
all the latest ancl most improved instruments, especially with an entirely 
new kind of plummets for deep-sea soundings. These consisted of n hol- 
low stem,with a lid at the lower end, allowing mud andother matter from 
the bottom to pass in, but safely retaining everything that had passed 
in. This is much better than the glue which was forincrly put on the 
plummet. In  order that it may sink perpen- 
dicularly, weights are attached to it in such a manner as to cmse them 
to drop off the moment the plummet touches the bottom. This, of coiirsc, 
renders the hauling up much easier, but care should be taken to have a 
good supply of these weights on board, as they can only serve once. 
It is hardly necessary to add that nowadays steam is employed in this 
work. 

6‘ This is all very well,” people will Sap; ‘( but this will not aid in solv- 
ing the qiiestion whether tliere is any life in the depths of the sea. It 
would be the same as if a blind man wanted to assert that no birds fly 
in the air, became he does not happen to  catch any in his outstretched 
hands.” 

The first observations sliowetl that the bot- 
tom of the ocean was suficiently even for the object in view. TI10 
soundings also showed that the bottom was covered with very small 
shells, exceedingly thin and brittle. This circunistance raised the q ues- 
tion : How did the little animals to which these shclls belonged live 41 
Did they lire iicar the surface, enjoying the light of the sun, and had 
these shells, therefore, s lowl ,~  snulr to the bottom after the death of the 
animals 7 Or had they lived in these dark depths mherc tlieir rcmains 
had been found P That this latter suppositioii might be true, was shown 
by the fact that starfish and other creeping animds were brought up 

This stem is not heavy. 

Let us not judge rashly. 
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by the pluminet, animals which certainly must have lived on the bot- 
tom These starfish, when brought up, were alive, and in their stomachs 
shelliish mere fouiid in an almost complete condition. It mas then that 
rJuieiitists felt that the old belief of tlro nuinhnbit;%bloness of tlie sea was 
giving way. 

About the same t i m u  sonic Swedish arid Norwegian naturalists began 
to  penetrate as far as possiblo into the depths of the sea with tlie coni- 
mon fishing implerncnts. They reaclietl a depth of about 100 meters be- 
low the surhce. Rccortliug to tlie old established opinion they ought, 
a t  that depth, not to  Iiavc met with a siugle living boing. But they 
found, 011 tho c o ~ t r i l ~ y ,  that a t  this depth life was by 110 means want- 
ing ; the animals which were brought up, moreover, were of strange 
kinds, and tligeretl materidly from those living near the surface. 

A new, and Iiithcrto elltirely unbuown, world seemed to open out. 
No time was lost in gaiiiing further linowledge of this interesting sub- 
ject, and i t  was not merely a thirst for knowledge which urged inen to 
pursue these observations. The laying of tlie submarine cable between 
England and America hac1 been accoinplished, and new cables were 
being laid in inany other parts of the sea; i t  was therefore important 
to know in what company these expensive cables found themselves a t  
the bottom of the ocean. 

I t  is well linown that they consisr; of copper wires inclosed in gutta- 
percha tubes. Along these wires the electric spark was to travel, 
and there was a possibility that the tube might be injured. There 
might be among the inhabitants of tlic deep soine which, attracted 
br t h e  gutta-percha, coulcl lay the metal wire bare, and thus render it 
useless. This suspicion was well founded, for, among t,he very large 
nuicber of well-kno~vn marine animals, there were some which could 
bore holes not only in the wall of a vessel, but even in the hard rock, 
It was therefore necessary to learn what sort of animals lived at the bot- 
tom, and keep B strict watch over them. 

English natnr;ilists directed the attention of their government to this 
important subject, ancl requested its aid iri solving this problem. Their 
request was granted, and a man-of-war, the Lightning, was in 1SGS 
placed a t  their disposal. This was an unfortunate selection, for the 
Liglitning was a small vessel, entirely ~iusuited for the purpose which 
it was to serve. Nevertheless Mr. Carpenter and Mr. Wyville Thomson 
went on a cruise of two months in this vessel betwcen Scotland and the 
Paroe Islands. lherything seemed to go against them ; the weather 
m:bd very ,stormy nearly d l  tho time, and there were but few days when 
they could progress with their labors ; arid still they succeeded in this 
short tinie in  recording some importar, t and interesting observations. 
They endeavored to extend tlieir obserrat'ions to greater depths than 
their Scandinariaii colleagues. Although the sea in thoso parts has a 
depth of inore t l i ;~i i  1,000 iiieters, they fourid an sbundauco of life at the 
bottom, awl tlie aniinals, which a t  that depth swam or crept about, did 
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not only bclong to the simple kinds, but were of many different kiuds ; 
among thein also some fish. 

Like the Scnndinavian scientists before them, they found that the ani- 
mals of the deep have quite a peculiar character, and differ in many re- 
spects very ilia terially from those usually found near tlie English coasts ; 
they seemed t o  be closer related to those antediluvian animals known to 
us by tile manj- petrefactions dug out from the earth. 

Tliese observers expected to fiud the mater in these depths to be 
nearly ice-cold, as i t  mould be the nature of this mater-being more 
comprrssctl-to weigh heavier, and therefore sink to the bottom. But, 
O n  the contrary, they found sometimes cold and sometimes warm water 
in  all diffcrent depths, according to the places from which the currents 
came. 'Phey fouiid even parts of the water which, though in close prox- 
imity to each other, differed widely in their temperature, and were con- 
sequently inhabited by eu tirely different kinds of animals. 

The results of this expedition, although undertaken under very un- 
favorable conditions, seemed so remarkable that the English Gowrn- 
ment resolved to continue these investigations, and during the two 
following years (1569 ant1 1570) placed another man-of-war at the dis- 
posal of the scientists. This was the Porcupine, much better adapted 
to the purpose than the Lightning. The naturalists also had the good 
fortune to meet with much more favorable weather than during the 
preceding year. They eagerly pursued their investigations of the mys- 
terious world of the deep, and did not only see all thcir former observa- 
tions corroborated, but also added many new ones. During the former 
expedition they hail only penetrated to a depth of about 1,000 meters, 
but this time tlier reached a depth of 2,000, 3,000, and 4,000 meters, 
and yet did not find thc uniuhsbitable desert which they hac1 expected 
to find. At  the depth of nearly a mile they found many kinds of inver- 
tebrates. If one takes into consideration the circumstances that these 
soundings of the deep have to be made in entire darkness, it must be 
confessed that, it' by blindly groping about in the deep animals are 
constantly brought up, life in these depths can by no means be scarcu, 
but seems on the contrary to be exceedingly abundant. 

vI.-TIIE CHALLENGER SClENTIFIC VOYAGE ROUND THE WORLD. 

It may well be imagined with what eager attention all the naturalists 
of Europe followed these first obsermations on an entirely new field. 
Even tlie public, which is constantly takiiig greater interest in tlie 
progrcss of science, was surprised at  these unexpected discoveries. 
From all sides the desire was expressed not to stop at  t8hese first at- 
tempts, but  to continue the investigation of the world under the sei ,  

So far, however,  sounding^ lind only been made in tho neighborhood 
of the European coasts. Importaiit as the result had been, it must he 
coufessed that all tliese e1ideilvors mere but trifling coinpared to the 
illimitable extent of tlie field. An expedition carefully prepared for 
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exhaustive observations of the depths of the ocean all over tlie globo 
would undoubtetlly prove of immense interest to science. A U ~  wirat 
nation was better fitted to  take the matter in hand thau Eogland, wliich 
proudly “rules the waves,77 and therefore, more than any other uatiou, 
would derive benefit from a thorough knowledge of the ocean 9 

The English statesmen were fully aware of the vast importance of 
this subject, and with the consent of Parliatueut they opened the door 
of the treasury wide. A fine frigate of tbe Roj7al Navy, called the 
Challenger, was selected for this expedition ; the. guns were taken out, 
and she was fitted out anow, with the special view of taking observa- 
tions. The vessel was manned by picked officers and men, and a mini- 
ber of prominent naturalists became members of the expedition, a t  the 
liead of which was Mr. Wyville Thomson, mho had had charge of the 
first observations mentioned above. 

Toward the end of the year 1872 the Challenger departed on her 
voyage around the world, cruising in all directions in the Atlantic and 
Pacific. The expedition oocupied three years, and on its return the 
Challenger had sailed more than 20,000 miles. The observations had 
been directed to different subjects : the temperature of the wa,ter from 
the surface to the bottom j the depth of the sea in various places ; the 
nature of the bottom and the animals inhabiting i t ;  whether the 
water was stationary or wbether there were currents, the direction aiid 
swiftness of these currents, $0. With the excellent instruments plum- 
mets were hauled up from great depths, among them one of 5,363 
meters. This was the greatest depth which was sounded, which of 
course does not iwply that there are no greater depths in the sea, for 
it can hardly be expected that by chance the plummet mould sink into 
the greatest depth of the SCM. 

And what do we learn, regarding this very interesting subject, froin 
the expedition of the Challenger. The naturalists made everywhere 
the &me observations which they had mado in the first waters exani- 
ined by them. Nowhere did they find a lack of living beings, and a6 
tho bottom of the sea they found all kinds of invertebrates. They also 
liauled up some fish which were evidently intended to live at the bot- 
tom, and which could not live anywhere else. When the fish were 
brought up their air-bladders protruded from their mouths, and their 
eyes protruded from their sockets; nothing but the great pressure ex- 
isting in these depths is able to keep theee organs in their places. 

Prom the depth crustaceans more brought up as well formed as those 
of tho surfhce waters, but they were either eutirdy blind or had 110 

eyes a t  all. (‘ No wonder,” people will say, for these organs arc en- 
tirely iiseless in tho dense darkness prevailing i n  these de1,ths.” 
Granted ; but what do those aniinals which have eyes, and which also 
live in tho depths, do with those organs 9 Are we certaiu that tllere is 
in these depths an entire absence of light t A reinarliable statement 
made by the naturalists of the Challenger seoins to make this nlatter 
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somewhat doubtful. Who does not know the glow-worm, which shines 
so brightly in the darkness P Such light-giving animals are also found 
in t te water, some of them even in such vast quantities as to make the 
entire surface of the sea to shine. Polyps have been brought up from 
the deep, small animals which grow Fast to the bottom, and are there 
found in enormous numbers, outwardly resembling a vegetable product. 
To illustrate this, imagine every grain in an ear of corn to be a living 
animal, and imagine even the stalk full of them. These polyps also 
give out light when they are touched. Behold here the living corn 
fields of the deep ! If a fish swims over them his track is marked by a 
streak of light. Might it not be possible that, under certain conditions, 
t,hcse submarine living corn Gelds could throw out light and thus banish 
darkness from these depths P 

Another question has also attracted the attention of the naturalists, 
4' On what do the animals of the deep live?" \Ve have spoken above of 
the large zlulriber of carnivorous animals iu the sea, but all these animals 
cannot possibly live in this same manner; some kinds, which become a 
prey to others, must necessarily find their food in the vegetable kingdom. 
This kingdom is represented in the sea, but only near the surface; it 
does not, like the animal kingdom, extend iuto t'he depths. What food, 
therefore, i s  found in the depths on which those primitive animals, 
which serve at3 food for other higher animals, could feed B To this the 
naturalists reply that the mater of the sea contains nutritive matter, 
originating from the rivers which empty into the sea, from the waters 
of the surfbe, from the numberless decaying animals, &c. The water 
must, therefore, be considered as the food and drink of some animals. 

The naturalists of the Challenger were the first to confess that they 
are still far from possessing a complete knowledge of the ocean. Astron- 
omers assert that the human race, even after a thousand centuries, shall 
not have exhausted tho study of the heavenly bodies. Who would, 
therefore, maintain that the same cannot apply to the animals of the 
sea 7 How can we ever expect to finish the observations of the illimit- 
able deep if a single glass of water from any of our ponds, when viewed 
through the magnifying glass, shows snougli living beings to occupy 
the lifetime of a man. 
' We know, Isowever, enough of the sea and its bottom to conquer the 
prejudice which only twenty-five years ago was very widespread, viz, 
that the sea-inhabitable mar its surface-presented in its depths 
nothing but a Clark, dead, aud eternally silent desert. 




